Sequence context and modified hydrophobic moment plots help identify 'horizontal' surface helices in transmembrane protein structure prediction.
Transmembrane proteins make up at least one-fifth of the genome of most organisms and are critical components of key pathways for cell survival and interactions with the environment. The function of helices found at the membrane surface in transmembrane proteins has not been greatly explored, but it is likely that they play an ancillary role to membrane spanning helices and are analogous to the surface active helices of peripheral membrane proteins, being involved in: lipid association, membrane perturbation, transmembrane signal transduction and regulation, and transmembrane helical bundle formation. Due to the difficulties in obtaining high-resolution structural data for this class of proteins, structure-from-sequence predictive methods continue to be developed as a means to obtain structural models for these largely intractable systems. A simple but effective variant of the hydrophobic moment analysis of amino acid sequences is described here as part of a protocol for distinguishing helical sequences that are parallel to or 'horizontal' at the membrane bilayer/aqueous phase interface from helices that are membrane-embedded or located in extra-membranous domains. This protocol when tested on transmembrane spanning protein amino acid sequences not used in its development, was found to be 84-91% accurate when the results were compared to the partition locations in the corresponding structures determined by X-ray crystallography, and 72% accurate in determining which helices lie horizontal or near horizontal at the lipid interface.